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CALPION'S 
AI ENHANCEMENTS BOOST

BIOTECH PROFITS

The Client is a Top Biotech 
Firm Based in the U.S
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A top biotech firm required the latest AI and Deep Learning market resources to

address its challenge of improving time and cost efficiency. They aimed to identify

future business prospects more efficiently and lead the next wave of digital

transformation, resulting in measurable business impact.

The leading biotech companies faced significant challenges due to their lack of IT

resources, despite their urgent need for swift execution. They realized the immense

potential of AI technologies and actively sought enterprise technology solutions to

facilitate their work in Biotechnology and Agriculture. Lab-headed human resources

and cutting-edge technology solutions were imperative to meet the demand for

expeditious and highly efficient processes.

The Challenges Client Faced

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has emerged as a dominant and influential force in recent

years, transforming and revolutionizing various sectors that have adopted the trend

of digitizing data. The unmatched capabilities of AI make it a crucial resource in

emergency response and life-saving therapies, as well as other fields. Its integration

into operations has had a significant impact on Biotechnology.

In light of these exciting advancements, Calpion is at the forefront, presenting 

real-world data science use cases that offer valuable insights into the biotechnology

industry's potential. Calpion conducts studies that provide leading enterprises with

valuable insights into the impact of data-driven innovation. These insights can lead

to groundbreaking advancements in the healthcare and biotech industries, as seen

in our successful case study below. 

Introduction

Our Approach

Calpion is a leading provider of IT resources, uniquely positioned to assist companies

like these in overcoming their challenges with a focus on time and cost efficiency. In

the biotechnology industry, where big data, AI, and machine learning (ML)

technologies drive advancements,
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AI-enabled solutions designed to modernize data infrastructure and empower

businesses to make intelligent decisions

State-of-the-art R&D lab and domain expertise in biotech, biopharma & protein

engineering
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Two key offerings from Calpion are:

With a wealth of expertise in AI, machine learning, and deep learning model

architectures, Calpion successfully identified the organization's digital transformation

goals and accelerated its process. Calpion's team of experts started with optimizing

workflows, streamlining processes, and developing innovative AI applications. Calpion

enhanced the biotech company via: 

By harnessing the power of AI and experimental validation, Calpion leveraged the

company to unlock valuable insights from their data, leading to enhanced solutions

that ultimately benefited their time management, efficient patient care, and overall

healthcare outcomes.

 Calpion stands out by leveraging cutting-edge AI solutions, particularly deep learning,

and machine learning algorithms, to spearhead the next wave of digital

transformation and create tangible business impact.

Execution Strategy
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AI in Drug Discovery

Calpion's advanced deep learning algorithms were pivotal in AI-assisted drug

discovery. These algorithms enable the prediction of 3D structures of target proteins,

drug-protein interactions, and toxicity levels. 

In the target identification phase, AI leverages vast datasets, including omics data,

phenotypic and expression data, disease associations, patents, publications, clinical

trials, and research grants, to unravel disease mechanisms and pinpoint potential

therapeutic targets. Additionally, AI helps identify and classify target cells, aiding

researchers in refining their focus during drug development.

Calpion's deep learning algorithms enable artificial intelligence to aid drug discovery

by predicting the 3D structure of target proteins, drug-protein interactions, and

toxicity levels. Additionally, AI can identify and classify target cells.

In Gene Coding Identification

AI's impact extends to gene coding identification, where machine learning techniques

assist researchers in understanding human genomes. Next-generation technologies

expedite gene sequencing, while homology-based sequence analysis techniques

enhance gene analysis capabilities. Moreover, the revolutionary CRISPR technology

allows scientists to modify and edit DNA, offering potential breakthroughs in

personalized therapies and treatment of genetic disorders

In Agricultural Biotech 

The agricultural biotech sector also benefits from AI's integration, as it accelerates

genetic engineering processes. AI-powered computer vision and deep learning

technologies enable precise soil and crop health monitoring, providing valuable

insights for farmers' decision-making and optimizing resource utilization. Moreover,

using robotic equipment in research centers, healthcare facilities, and hospitals further

demonstrates AI's potential as a lab assistant, automating complex tasks and

enhancing overall efficiency.

By swiftly providing valuable insights and streamlining data analysis processes,

Calpion assisted the clients in overcoming time-consuming challenges and leveraging

the full potential of AI in the biotechnology industry.  
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Follow us:
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To Transform Your Business with AI Now

Lab Assistants 

AI is an invaluable asset in dynamic biotechnology by automating time-consuming

operations and acting as an efficient lab assistant. AI-powered programs take charge

of backend operations and intricate tasks, such as data analytics, freeing up valuable

human resources for more strategic and creative endeavors.

Calpion's notable AI tool is H2O.ai, a fast, accurate, and open-source big data analytics

platform that enables users to uncover trends in datasets using statistical models.

While H2O.ai caters to multiple industries, specialized AI platforms are also exclusively

designed for the biotech, health, and pharmaceutical sectors. These platforms get

tailored to address these industries' unique challenges and demands, offering

customized solutions to enhance research and development processes.

Results

Calpion is a Dallas, Texas based technology consulting company with offices across

US and India. We have been working with organizations that have been striving for

digital excellence. We provide technology solutions for various industries like,

Healthcare, Biotechnology, Logistics and Supply Chain, Manufacturing and Retail, etc.

(+1) 469 242 6052
www.calpion.com | info@calpion.com

4835 LBJ Freeway, Suite 300, Dallas, TX 75244 Scan to Know More

By leveraging AI technology, we empowered our clients in the biotechnology industry

to enhance productivity and efficiency and ultimately generate increased business

revenue. With a dedicated team of data scientists, industry experts, subject matter

specialists, and AI professionals, Calpion is committed to transforming current

challenges into opportunities for growth and innovation

https://www.facebook.com/TechnologyExcellence
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